DISENTANGLING FROM
THE MARRIAGE WEB
Marriage by its nature, is a form of merger. The longer the
marriage, the more complex the web which entwines a
couple’s life, the harder it becomes to unravel it. As

separation begins to unfold, the intricacy of disentangling
the prior unity, becomes evident. A blurring amnesia has
formed around the who-is-who and the what-is-whose. So
much was shared, exchanged, experienced, built, given and
received - without receipts, evaluations or records. One can
hardly have kept count of all that exchange - even with a
prenup in place. Such is the ebb and flow of married life.
Of course, there are many guidelines in the disentanglement
and separation of valuables, assets, and children, but not
enough in regard to our entrapped core selfhood - the
keystone of our power. In fact, for many of us, the actual
reason behind divorce or separation is not the
circumstances such as, let’s say, an affair or abuse or even
lack of communication. Quite often, it is simply an emerging
need or yearning to access one’s lost identity, power, dignity,
and self-worth, which became obscured in the warp and
weft of shared living. A wakeup call follows our slumber,
most probably because, innately, we eventually come to
sense that in this lost selfhood, lies a deeper strength, which
the structure of matrimony never replaces.
Kahlil Gilbran (1883-1931), had warned about the dangers
of endeavored unity in his poem On Marriage. He gave us
guidelines on how to manage ourselves, saying how we
should, “Love one another, but make not a bond of love”, but
let it rather be “a moving sea between the shores of your

souls”. Key phrases for any marriage or relationship. He
further relates…
Fill each other’s cup but drink not from one cup.
Give one another of your bread but eat not from the same
loaf.
This concept implies something very meaningful. It refers to
our intrinsic wealth and wholeness; attributes of ourselves
that are independent of another person or community and
should remain so. As these carry a singular ‘inherentness’,
which we need to live through and to protect in our relations
with others.
For the pillars of the temple stand apart,
And the oak tree and the cypress grow not in each other’s
shadow.
We all have our own, to begin with. Our cup, our bread, our
unique form, our deep roots, our continuity in time - even
our shadow. Intangible, core, potent aspects of ourselves to
keep, to love, to protect and to handle. Each of us being the
natural carriers and caretakers of our own power, story and
legacy.

TAKING INVENTORY OF
WHAT IS ONE’S OWN
Now, reaching the shores of divorce, we turn to our lawyers,
attorneys, mediators and other consultants for support. We
are in a state of alertness. Our focus is on saving our
finances, assets or children who may be under threat. In
getting the best deal possible, from someone who betrayed

us, let us down, hurt us, was disfunctional or broke our
heart. That is all quite understandable.
Activating De-amnesia
Can we make the actual divorce process be that path of
return? A journey to the restoration of the Self and the
reclaiming of its lost parts. A type of deliberate de-amnesia.
A ritual where we become aware of those precious aspects
of ourselves once more, which we gave up too easily, took
for granted, allowed them to be trampled upon or devalued,
in the land of holy matrimony. Can we become grateful for
this divorce then, rather than see it as a burden?
The quest of reclaiming one’s identity thus becomes a path
of self-exploration and self-value. This is why, taking an
inner inventory of who you are - beyond your finances is a
good starting point in a separation. Something rarely
mentioned in a divorce process…
The Assets We Bring into Marriage
Let's slow down and take note of our inventory. When we
entered the relationship, we came with our tangible assets,
houses, cars, bank accounts. However, we also brought
along our intangibles too. These are our ‘gems and stones’,
so to speak. Some of these intangibles include our life

energy, our ability to have healthy babies, our natural
talents, skills, knowledge and experience, our time, beliefs,
views, perspectives on life, wisdom, joy, fears, habits, past
traumas and triumphs. We also brought our personal
history, family story, our cultural heritage and the DNA of
thousands before us through our unique ancestry - all very
important and valuable parts of our being.
Seeing ourselves from this prism, we are a small universe
… a great small universe! There is an entire lineage behind
us, holding distinct identity with layers upon layers of
generational memory, wealth and experience. We came
into the marriage with all of that - our whole.
When you go, take all your parts with you.
Of course, there are light and dark zones. We may carry
past pain or generational trauma that we need to release but these are ours to handle….eventually. If our cup is
chipped and cracked or our bread dry, it can be healed.
When and how we do this is up to us. But for now,
everything in our small universe has value. One can always
separate the gems from the stones later… but, right now, we
need to see and feel that value.

The Beginnings of the Self-led Divorce
A mindset such as this, shifts the divorce trajectory and
creates more wealth for us, no matter what the
circumstances or outcome of a settlement. Why? Because
we start from a premise of wholeness - not its absence. By
sensing ourself as a whole universe and, from this place,
mapping out our separation strategy our body chemistry and
neural network will become wired differently. It will affect
everything. What our worth is, how we will act towards ‘the
other’, how generous we are, will we feel victimized or
attacked, what course of action has meaning to us, what
decisions will we make about our property, what do we
choose to fight for, keep or give up in the divorce. All that
will become evident. This awareness is the beginning of
what is called the Self-led divorce.
See divorce as a catalyst provoking intended transitions.
You are now internally moving out and away from the unity
of marriage and your previous partner. Away from the
‘what-was-ours’ to the ‘what-is-mine’ Finally, you are
entering what Gibran described as “the moving sea between
the shores of your souls” in full blown action. Envision your
respective personal destinies and paths forking out, in
different directions - perhaps eventually forming new lineage
lines. Experience yourself as free standing at that forking of
your differing roads which are leading in two different

directions. Take a moment to savor this point of separation.
Trust it.
Feel the vibrancy of standing on your path, carrying with you
the gold of your rich inheritance and your unique life
experience. The world and its wonder opens wide in front of
you. You may not see the horizon yet, but it is there. You
could go forward in any direction, bringing your wholeness
with you.

PROTECTING
FAMILY VALUABLES & HEIRLOOMS
Some of our most precious possessions are family
heirlooms. Heirlooms, ranging from small objects to large
real estate, are ingrained with an extraordinary ability to
transfer priceless value from one generation to another.
They are carriers of memory, emotion, identity, culture and
can reinforce an individual’s or family’s sense of self. Large

or small, the key to their power are the living narratives that
escort them and the continuity they represent. Ideally, they
are to be managed and not left to their fate in the deluge of
divorce.
If you came into the marriage with your heirlooms, it is best
you take them with you when you go. It would not be
desirable, to see someone else enjoying your
grandmother’s hand embroidered linen or to discover that
treasured family heirlooms were auctioned off at Christie’s
or Bonhams.
Taking Care of the Family Jewels
Consider heirlooms to be vulnerable assets, which need to
be handled with care. The market value does not represent
their true value. Once they change hands, leaving the
milieu of lineage or friendship, their potency is lost and their
ability to enrich our life. Although in general, most divorce
laws protect inheritance, do not depend on it - particularly
with long-term marriages. Heirlooms risk getting lost in the
noise and hussle of marriage breakups. There may be
some unpleasant surprises.
“One day I decided to pick up my mail from his house (our
old house). He was not there, but his girlfriend was. When

she handed me the mail, my heart sank. She was wearing
my mother’s wedding ring.” - Jennifer
If you consider your heirlooms to be important, you will
naturally experience increased sensitivity for their
protection. Whether they are sitting on the living room table,
hanging on the wall, tucked away in a drawer, sitting in
some attic or in some other place in another country, search
them out and find them. Become reminded of them.
Manage them. Ask for evaluation, document them,
photograph and track the history of when they entered the
marriage. If necessary, remove them, hide them or isolate
them somewhere safe - if possible.
Heirlooms may include furniture, art, collections, antiquities,
portraits of ancestors, clothing, linen, jewelry, old books,
manuscripts, documents, photographs - that came from your
respective lineages. Some, such as shareholdings in
private businesses, vehicles or sea vessels and real estate
are more complicated to handle. Find their records and plan
in advance, avoid obstacles and pitfalls by getting expert
advice on how best to handle them. Bear in mind that these
will feature in a compromise settlement with the ex-partner Take your losses but choose your wins.

More specifically, there are three types of heirloom assets
worth considering. The most important category of these
being
● Family heirlooms which belonged to you through
your family lineage and were brought into the
marriage or those which were handed down to you,
during the time of the marriage.
Along with these, you may wish to protect and preserve
additional heirloom assets, which are vulnerable, not
honored or need to be kept out of danger in the turbulence
of a divorce. Consider in which ideal way your children will
eventually receive these, rather than end up in the hands of
irresponsible ex-spouses, their inheritors or third parties.
Don’t rely on promises. The key here is to follow the
heirloom timeline into the future, for at least ten years, and
imagine what their fate could be. Where would these end
up, a decade or two down the line? This category would
include
● Valuables created within the marriage period by you
both.
● Family heirlooms which belonged to your spouse’s
lineage, but were brought into the marriage.

It is natural that our focus is on managing our emotions and
preserving our lifestyle and finances, and anything else we
are being hit with - which may seem more immediate in the
battles ahead. But it is equally valuable to handle heirlooms
with foresight and resolve. Once you leave the marriage or
common space, depending on the settlement, you may not
have access to these any longer.
“My mother understood that my father was occasionally
taking art from our houses and giving it to his lovers. In the
last years of their marriage, she decided to make sure that
the most important ones were discretely removed, to
another place, in order to secure them for us. I love both my
parents dearly, but I am very, very thankful she did that.” Patricia
The Dichotomy of Control
Reflecting on the struggle to save our valuables, we need to
come to terms with the idea that we cannot totally control
the outcome. In life, some things will be under our control
and others will not. It is good to know the difference
between the two - to save ourselves the needless pain. This
is what the Stoics call the ‘dichotomy of control’.
Sometimes, we will need to fight in order to protect
something. Other times we need to let it go, in order to

preserve something even more valuable - namely our peace
of mind or survival.
In the words of Epictetus the Greek philosopher, ”Make the
best use of what is in your power and take the rest as it
happens.” We may be successful in taking our special
things with us - or we may be not. The most important thing
is to do whatever we can under the circumstances. Even
losing something valuable can be part of a heroic story.

THE GREAT DECLUTTER
BEFORE THE STORM
Set your home in order before you go. Divorce is not only a
checking out, but a time for epilogue. We live surrounded
by possessions and things which clutter our life. In the
dawn of a marriage breakup, this entails the eventual
separation of ownership. There is great value and benefit in
doing a great declutter prior to divorce.

Even though sorting out beforehand, may be a long (and
probably is), tedious task and even seem superfluous - it is
bound to empower us and set many things straight. Clutter
does not just occupy the house in which we live, it occupies
our mind and emotions. From wedding bedroom furniture to
small souvenirs from Paris or our grandmother’s 1950’s
stash of Vogue magazines in the basement storage. It is
never a simple decision, no wonder so many people
procrastinate and things accumulate.
To-keep-or-not-to-keep is always a dilemma. Who was it
that said “clutter is nothing but postponed decisions”? If we
take charge and make those decisions now, we will
experience a very cathartic effect.
“As I went through the house and cleared things, the more I
was able to breathe. The more I did this, the lighter I felt.
The more things I decided about, the more I was able to see
a new life and the direction I wanted to take.” - Jane
Staying One Step Ahead of the game
Divorce is a journey which needs a good overview of what is
and how things are. Clearing out your belongings in
advance has another advantage. It is a kind of
inventory-taking that helps put order in our life. Decluttering
our spaces facilitates and helps us decide what is valuable
or meaningful to us and what is not. Thus, we create less

damage to the things we care about or wish to protect, by
identifying beforehand, what these are. Sorting out
possessions in advance, makes us more conscious
custodians of our wealth and aware owners of it.
Imagine the whole process, as a secret mission of
pre-scanning all things connected with you. The ‘great
declutter before the storm’, allows us foresight about the
destiny of sensitive possessions like heirlooms and
vulnerable family valuables, where their value is often
immeasurable and their end location especially important.
This way possessions do not go missing into obscurity, in
the messiness of a divorce. When it is time for the
separation, we have preselected and know best what needs
to remain ours and where it is located. We have time to
think and decide what is most important for us, instead of
doing all this under pressure.
The Legacy Scale™
As we clear out our possessions we can, in parallel,
establish new relationships with the things we own and can
get to know why something is in our life in the first place.
Imagine looking around the things in your home or on your
balance sheet and knowing exactly why something is there,
how it affects your life and what its true value is for you and possibly for those coming after you.

The Legacy Scale™ can help you do just that. It is a
process, created by the Inheritance Muse, that leads to
meaningful asset management, decluttering, good
custodianship, estate planning and successful generational
wealth transfer. It is an indispensable tool for getting an
overview, sorting out or decluttering both our own and other
people's possessions. Using The Legacy Scale™, we come
to know our belongings better, and we can move forward
into divorce, more confidently, understanding how to
manage and appreciate our possessions. We can greet the
tsunami that may be heading our way, riding its wave with
more confidence in the direction in which we want to go.
Your clutter may be blocking the opening of that door, which
you have been looking for all along.

DEALING WITH THE LOSS
OF BELOVED THINGS
Even with all the foresight in the world, we may not be able
to save everything from the furnace of divorce. There will
be losses no matter how one slices the cake. Inheritance or
possessions that are very dear to us, leaving our life, never
to return. Some losses will bring more tears and grief than

others, as they sail away forever or simply sink deep into the
ocean before our very eyes.
A sea-side country home that gave us unique moments and
amazing views, artifacts we lovingly collected or were
handed down to us, a favorite vintage car we bought with
our first savings, heirlooms which were separated in haste,
a large velvet couch that carried memories of a family life
which is no more, or beloved pets that got left behind.
Proceedings that led to forced sales or quick goodbyes with
beloved objects. Things ‘stolen’ so-to-speak, from right
under our noses. Other things that we consented to let go
for the sake of peace. Situations where others decide about
our things or are enjoying them right now - while we stand
outside the closed gates.
Such are the vivid scenarios of the known divorce chagrins.
Each one of us can find a story to say here…
“I never got over the loss of our home in Connecticut. Even
after ten years have passed. Everytime I think about it, a
great, deep sorrow comes over me and I become short of
breath. I really loved everything about that house. It's silly, I
can't even bear to think, that the fruit from the trees I
planted, are being enjoyed by the new owners.” - Francis

Casualties and Divorce Chagrins
It is natural to experience a range of emotional reactions, in
response to loss due to divorce and its changing
circumstances. It is real, it is painful, and it hurts us deep
inside. Emotional responses to these situations may include
feelings of disempowerment, distress, sadness, pain,
depression, envy, regret, rage, emptiness, vulnerability,
anxiety, feeling unfairly treated or even guilt. All
expressions of grief over beloved things, lost forever.
Some of these feelings may stay with us for years and come
up occasionally, taking over our inner being when triggered
by something; a photograph; something someone said;
driving past a property. There are parts in us where the
burden of grief lingers on, where we never really get over
the loss. Instead, we just manage it. Even the mere
thought of a lost possession can evoke a strong emotional
effect.
Pain is inevitable but suffering is optional.
How can we handle the loss of ownership of dear things, to
which we genuinely felt connected and which we can no
longer enjoy, access or even protect? Not a simple matter.
The truth is that grief over belongings, does not just go away
by itself. Time alone will not heal it. It is simply carried

deeper within us, into the great reservoir of our
unconscious. It may seem to disappear but could end up
blocking our abundance and growth in so many ways.
The Inheritance Muse Method, addresses lost beloved
possessions, in working directly with that ‘grieving part’.
Talking straight to that part - not about it, as in most
therapies. The intent is to unburden directly those parts of
us, which hold heavy feelings and emotions regarding the
loss. In this process, the feelings connected lead us to the
source of pain, which often may not have to do with the
actual loss of an object, but with older issues of loss. The
approach seeks to get to know the nature of our grief, rather
than view it as a condition to be healed. This perspective is
often a relief for grievers, who can finally find true
expression, comfort and release beyond ‘time will heal it’.
The Method also includes a ritual of good closure with the
lost possession.
Relieving Grief with Gratitude
Often we don't even realise how much something means to
us until we lose it. While loss and pain may be our
experience, we can be reminded of the emotional value it
carried for us, how lucky we were to experience it and how
much it gave us. Though we were not able to keep that

beloved item, we can appreciate the fact that we had it once
and retain this memory.
One thought, which may give us some relief in our grief, is
the idea of being grateful.
The state of gratitude is unique in that it can be
transformational. It reminds us of the positive memories
triggered by cherished belongings, and thus we experience
them again vividly. This process lifts us up, out of the zone
of regret and pain and into an existence where we are
reliving those feelings in the present. By doing this,
gratitude reprograms our brain’s neural networks over time.
This creates in us the possibility of attracting similar
experiences in the future as we are naturally drawn to them
unconsciously.

CREATE A DIVORCE-STORY THAT
EMPOWERS YOUR LEGACY
When divorce takes place, there is never ‘one version’ of
what happened. It can be interpreted and related in many
ways. Storylines can take many directions. As Gustave
Flaubert stated “There is no truth. Only perception.”
Depending on our own life experiences, beliefs and
psychological constitution, we come up with our version of
the divorce-event. Nothing is fixed in stone. Like most
experiences in life, our divorce is an unfolding, shapeable

story which can be told differently - even by us, a decade or
more down the line.
Whatever we choose our story to be for us now, it will
eventually be added, as a living bead, upon the necklace of
our life’s story and become part of our legacy.
The Story We Tell So Well
Let us take a moment to consider legacy and story-shaping.
Commonly, we refer to someone’s legacy, as having been
formed after one dies. Though most people tend to think it
as such, this is actually not the case. In practice, legacy is
what we are making, thinking and shaping it right now. With
each small or large deed, with everything you do, you affect
your legacy every day. Like pressing on soft clay, you
shape your life stories and inevitably your life narrative.
Herein lies also an opportunity for us, to shape our
divorce-story, (if necessary to change its version), even as
events still unfold and take form.
No one can define your divorce story. Eventually, you will
need to decide what your take is on the plot. Who are its
key figures? How do you choose to narrate it, or re-narrate
it later, to yourself and to others? What kind of person are
you in that story? Who is the ‘other’ in the story? How do
you want to hand this divorce story over to your children and

grandchildren? It is all up to you. At least your part of the
story is.
When writing your divorce story, don’t let anyone else hold
the pen.
Give yourself the permission to relate the story in your
unique way. But, let your pen be gracious, creative,
evolving, free to give an authentic yet meaningful even
heroic version of what happened. This is the way value is
transferred from one generation to another.
How Our Narratives Shape the Life of Others
A story expressed, where you are simply the victim or
aggressor (or both), will serve no one. Narrate your story in
your words. But let it be a story, where there is
transformation of pain into forgiveness, attachment into
letting go, resistance into personal growth and turning
challenge into opportunity - no matter what the
circumstances. That has much more value. Such a story
builds people up and feeds their souls for generations to
come.
This type of narrative will empower others' lives through
your thoughts, motives and actions. Do not hand over a
story of bitterness or lies, full of heaviness, blame trauma,

revenge, righteousness and endless pain. Our divorce story
should not become a burden for us or a legacy-burden,
passed down to our children or grandchildren, because we
did not yet process or heal our part. The experiences we
have in our lifetime, can modify our DNA, and these
changes can be passed down through the generations.
This will leave us and our heirs stranded in a story that
breeds more pain.
Scientific research, and particularly, the field of epigenetics,
has known for a while now that traumatic memories can be
passed down from generation to generation through altered
gene expression.
Your divorce may be one among many thousands of others
on the register, yet its story is as unique and as special as
you are. Depending on the age of your children, speak your
truth, but from a position of power. Try to convey wisdom
and understanding for all those involved. Become a
conscious creator of your divorce narrative - as part of your
legacy, so that your story goes down into the family tree with
grace and can grace others. Your divorce becomes a
divorce journey gone well, because you decided to see
things differently.

“We can complain because rose bushes have thorns, or
rejoice because thorn bushes have roses.” - Abraham
Lincoln
The divorce narrative is an ongoing process. As time goes
by, you may revisit your narrative several times and evolve
your story of what happened - what were the thorns and
what were the roses. It will become richer, more generous,
more wisely said. As your children get older, you can share
more with them. As we grow and evolve, the story shifts,
the landscape changes, widens. We can all extract more
value.

THE NEW HOME OF YOUR
CONTINUING STORY
As the divorce dust settles down, our living space plays a
role in our emotional and physical wellbeing. It becomes the
place where we can reassemble our energies, where we
can find safety and calm, the strength to eventually heal our
divorce-wounds or grief. Possibly, to reinvent ourselves.

You may continue living in your current home and keep
most of the furniture, or you may be moving into a new
place which needs new furnishing. There are many
variations to this, but either way, it involves a type of
relocation or resettlement. One of the most empowering
ways to transition into your new life is to design your home.
Here are Five things to consider.
1. Where do I start? Start with your inner home.
After the marriage breakup, many people experience grief
over the ‘lost home’ or the ‘uprooted home’. They feel a
sense of disorientation, insecurity or lack of control, having
lost the original physical one. However, we forget that most
of us exist within an internalized version of our home,
projected onto the physical spaces in which we reside.
Let us expand on this idea. This internalized home is where
the heart of our life is centered and pulsates - the hearth
where we can go to become empowered, settle within
ourselves, create, dream, share moments with others and
feel safe. These are internal states, not physical spaces.
Nor are these states dependent on something exterior. Our
inner home is a type of architecture of the present moment.
If we acknowledge our inner home, as the primary source
home, we are free to experience these states, regardless of
the form our external home takes. We will feel much more

liberated and become better designers of this physical
home.
Imagine your home as a mast - not an anchor.
Though it is a perfectly natural desire and need to settle
down into a physical home, try not to linger there too long.
Make your main residency, your inner home instead.
Remember that you are traveling through time, on a journey
in a story called ‘Your Life’, creating your legacy and impact
in the world. It is independent of any physical location. At
this new phase of the voyage, start getting to know the mast
of your ship, the axis around which your life revolves, so that
you can thrive and make your journey meaningful. Let your
home and lifestyle reflect this deeper knowing.
2. Separate the Past from the Present - Declutter your
Past
Begin aligning your space with your new life phase, by
creating a clear separation between your past and your
present. No matter how long your marriage lasted, it will
now always be a part of your past. Let this idea reflect in
your home. There is no better way to achieve this, than by
being clear about what goes in it. If you are keeping or
staying in the marital home, begin by clearing it out, followed
by a vibrational energy clearing.

We cannot reach for anything new, if your hands are still full
of yesterday’s things. Decluttering our home after divorce,
is a great beginning point in tucking the past behind us. It
liberates our energy and enlightens our spaces - but most of
all it will enlighten us. Keep it simple.
The best way to find out what we really need, is to get rid of
what we don’t. - Marie Kondo
There are three categories to consider. First, there are
things that you can dispose of once-and-for-all, as they are
related with your ex-spouse, do not please you or no longer
represent you. Second, there are things, like wedding
photos or gifts, that you wish to keep but hinder your
progress, carry memories or bring you pain. These should
be packed away into storage, until a later date, when you
are ready to process them. Third, there are things you
would like to keep for your children, waiting for the right time
to hand them over. Begin with your bedroom, and the rest
will gradually follow.
3. Designing Your Home with Core Elements
Whether your divorce circumstances have made it possible
for you to remain in the marital home or you have had to
relocate, one of the goals in the transition is to personalize

your home. Design your home, so that it expresses your
unique personality, aesthetics and aspirations while
prioritizing your comfort and needs. There is abundant
literature and expert advice on how to create such interiors.
More importantly, in your design, keep in mind the qualities
of your inner home. Seeing your new home from this
perspective when creating its spaces, will give you a much
wider palette, to create with. Consider elements which
reflect the states which you want to experience or develop in
yourself.
We shape our homes and then our homes shape us. Winston Churchill
Could you introduce openness, creativity, strength,
inspiration, trust, freedom, grace, lightness-of-being, having
time, joy, curiosity, purpose or flow as some of your design
elements? How would one express these in physical
terms? Take the time to note down what qualities you want
to surround yourself with and make these part of your core
design.
4. Surround yourself with meaningful belongings
As you create your home to embrace the new you, include
some of your heirlooms into the design. Beyond their

craftsmanship and aesthetic qualities, heirlooms carry the
warmth of their stories and have a grounding effect, in your
home. They have the ability to contribute positively to our
space and to our psyche, in such a meaningful and unique
way. Integrating items of our heritage and family history,
can strengthen our identity and sense of belonging,
especially in the sensitive and challenging times following
divorce.
Let us explore some of those special things. Imagine a
portrait of an ancestor or beloved relative, a landscape
painting of a country of origin, a sculpture that survived the
Holocaust, an Italian gilded mirror that emigrated to a new
land wrapped up in a shawl, a marqueteried wooden
armoire that held your father’s books or the Edwardian
dining chairs (you swore to your mother never to sell), the
piano that everyone learned on since 1920 ...
Never underestimate the value of an heirloom, which you
take to heart.
How about the glass and silverware with the family
monogram, an original Kroeger clock with the secret
chamber, a Roman Period coin found in a roof four
generations ago, grandmother’s tea kettle and embroidered
curtains, an imperial Fabergé original that was smuggled out
of Iran, when the revolution took place in 1978? Or what

about a little ivory snuff box owned by a favorite aunt, an
uncle’s leather bible with his notes which he carried in his
pocket to WWI and back, those old prints & photographs, a
beloved quilt that warmed many cold beds and feet - are
these items worth introducing into your new space?
All these extraordinary items that have survived the test of
time, have special meaning, reminding us of people we love
and connecting us with our roots or stories of our ancestry.
Heirlooms subtly radiate a certain quality in our space,
which is beyond the physical and can be a positive design
element in periods of unsettlement, post-divorce, but also
when stability has been restored. They bring a certain
‘factor’ which acts as empowering, nurturing medicine for
our soul. Furthermore, heirlooms may also have a
grounding effect on our children, giving them a sense of
continuity, if these are escorted with the warmth of their
respective narratives or, at least, in the allure of a family
mystery story.

Honor your heirlooms, by making them centerpieces of your
home design and daily life.
How many of us store these treasures away because it is
just too difficult to incorporate them into our decor or

because we may feel they are too precious to be used
daily? If you would like to add some of these valuables into
your life, but are faced with the obstacle of how to bring
these handed down pieces into your twenty first century
decor, there are many ways this can be done. Old items
can be refreshed by repainting or upholstering new. Mixing
and matching the antiques with your modern furniture to
create the perfect balanced result. Reframing old prints and
paintings, giving new use to items and, for goodness sake,
do use the old silverware and plates!
Honor your heirlooms, put them on walls, shelves,
pedestals, making them centerpieces. Document their
stories and time-line and place or stick this within the object.
Keep them safe, preserved and protected, as most probably
their journey has not ended here with you.
5. Create a Stress Reducing Environment
After the death of a loved one, divorce is considered one of
life’s most stressful events.
A major relationship is ending. We all are aware of the
array of legal processes and decisions before reaching
settlement. Homes are dismantled. Hearts are broken.
Children are dislocated. Many routines are upset, often

verging on chaos. Hardly anyone gets through the
dynamics of divorce unbruised.
A home can influence the degree of anxiety and tension we
may feel, just by its layout or design. Envision your home
as a sanctuary or safe haven, where you may foster your
core energy, live in harmony and move forward in life.
There should be at least one special room or place in your
home, where you feel protected, nurtured and experience a
peaceful healing atmosphere. In this kind of space, you
can also reflect on the events of your life, develop vision and
explore yourself in a deeper way.

The previous sections, referred to how your divorce journey
can help you remember that you are a whole person, with
your own past, unique family history, that you come from
somewhere and have value. We referred to your tangible &
intangible assets and precious heirlooms and how you are a
custodian of all these, in the unfolding of your own legacy.
Now, the focus comes to the re-finding of the Self. That part
of us, which we may have lost along the way and who sits
on the bridge - being the true master of our ship. The one
who knows the direction and has the view from above, to
steer us past the divorce and into a new chapter of our life.

LEGACY BURDENS
AND FINDING THE SELF
One of the most important gifts divorce gives us is the
opportunity to look at our life, from a deeper perspective. Of
course, for most of us, the marriage breakup can hardly be
called a welcome ‘path of self-development’ or
‘self-exploration’ - even if it had all the makings of stretching
our soul in a thousand directions and making us into saints.

Even under the best conditions, divorce is generally
experienced as an unsettling, traumatic and stressful event,
full of intense, uncomfortable, painful and often contradictory
emotions.
Depending on whether one is in the role of the initiator or
the receiver of the decision to break up, there can be
specific feelings, attitudes, and suffering associated. For
example, the initiator may experience distance, loneliness,
relief, fear, anxiety, impatience, resentment and guilt.
Likewise, it is not unusual for the person who did not initiate
the divorce, to feel shock, betrayal, insecurity, anger, grief,
low self-esteem, loss of control, victimization, insecurity,
hate and even a desire to conform to exorbitant terms in
case there is some hope of salvaging the marriage.
A deeper Look at the Emotional Repertoire of Divorce
Such intense feelings can be experienced by either party. It
is no wonder that, for many people, this emotional intensity
can last anywhere from months to years, and
understandably so. However, looking closer at the
‘emotional repertoire’ that usually escorts divorce, we may
discover an unexpected opportunity.
The opportunity is related to the numerous trailheads of all
those triggered emotions and feelings we experience

through divorce. These are responses that are out of
proportion in relation to an incident, because they are
activated by stored memories of past experiences that come
flooding up.
Instead of viewing these as expressions of the typical
‘chagrins of divorce’, which we must endure, vent, control,
numb or shut down, we could do something else.
Specifically, we could become genuinely curious about
these emotions and see where they lead.
Are we willing, to follow the trailheads of our triggered
emotions, into the deeper caverns of our being, to find out
more about them, why they really exist and how they, par
défaut, control our life?
The trailhead can lead us to the source, where we can
finally witness the various forces that control and manage
these emotions. Some of the known emotional trailheads
sitting on the surface of most divorce narratives include:
● Being overwhelmed in the divorce process and
necessary decision making
● Embarrassment or regret over having acted hysterically
or in some other way one was not proud of
● Grief or sadness at the thought of ‘The End’ of a
significant relationship

● Fear, anxiety or insecurity of having to deal with
changing financial, living & social conditions
● Anger or pain at the stubbornness, pettiness, abuse, or
outright betrayal of the partner
● Distress at the prospect of loneliness from becoming
single again, possibly for a long time (perhaps forever)
● Depression or lack of confidence in being able to cope
with all the required changes, the challenges and the
difficulties involved
● Guilt over having had an affair, caused the breakup or
in the inability to have made the relationship work
● Lack of self-worth and feeling unloved through having
been left by the partner.

Following the Trailheads
No matter how events unfold, the legal procedures will
eventually untangle the official knot and there will be a
settlement. Pre-divorce or post-divorce, the real
divorce-event is an experience that is mainly taking place
inside us. What we need is to become divorced from our
own inner entanglement and estrangement of ourselves.
Many of us live an ongoing ‘inner marriage’ with internal
players - whether the physical partner is present or not. It is
an internal system of subpersonalities, complex and often
unknown to us. These are the real forces at play.

“After the divorce, I had to face myself. I didn’t want to enter
a new relationship carrying the emotions of old pains and
burdens, which would surely play out again - only this time
with a different partner.” - Dominique
The trailhead approach helps us to identify these various
subpersonalities, parts of us that orchestrate our present life
and affect our future. They lay beneath the surface and are
carrying memories of core events and beliefs.
An emotion which we think is related to divorce, e.g. the
feeling of being abandoned, may be traced back to a source
event in childhood - most of them are… Once the part is
identified, located and unburdened, through the guidance of
a therapist, the associated emotion greatly diminishes or
vanishes altogether. This process leads to the experience
of the Self, which is a state that many people describe as
calmness, clarity of thought, courage, compassion, creativity
and greater lightness of being.
Using the trailhead approach in divorce grievances can
transform post-divorce recovery into self-discovery and the
finding of our wholeness again quickly, so we come to lead
our life from a position of self-leadership and freedom.

Legacy Burdens & Releasing the Load
Scientific research, and particularly, the field of epigenetics,
has known for a while now that traumatic memories can be
passed down from generation to generation through altered
gene expression. This is also known as a legacy burden.
Research regarding this continues - particularly in the field
of psychology, on how such burdens can be passed from
generation to generation.
In humans, legacy burdens are beliefs, emotions,
sensations or energy charges that are not necessarily from
our own life experience, but have been passed through our
parents, grandparents and great grandparents
intergenerationally. These may have the form of security
issues, beliefs about money or success, gender-role issues,
issues of self worth or survival, fear of a particular group of
people or of abandonment, irrational fears, attachment or
hoarding issues etc.
They are called burdens, because usually, they block the
individual from thriving. For example a deep sexual shame
may be echoed through the women of a lineage for many
generations - ultimately affecting an emmancipated woman
with current day values, unconsciously.

Other legacy burdens demand allegiance to a group of
people or a culture. Even though the burden is heavy to
carry, and blocks one’s life, there is resistance in letting it
go, because a carrier subconsciously feels that doing so will
let down or betray ancestors. Such demands run deep in
our unconscious.
A large part of The Inheritance Muse Method, focuses on
relieving clients of emotional burdens triggered through their
life experiences, so that they heal and find balance - and no
longer transfer this trauma to their children or descendants
through epigenetic influence.
The Inheritance Muse Method, involves IFS Therapy and
Narrative Therapy models - using the emotional trailheads
and elements of the old story, to access the internal world or
system of the person. It guides through the process of
unburdening or the creation of a new narrative. Sometimes,
physical objects such as heirlooms or emotionally loaded
objects can be used to assist.
Most of the time, legacy burdens only go back a generation
or two, but some may go far back, many hundreds of years.
With proper assistance, relief from these can be
accomplished.

The Gifts of Divorce & Drinking From Our Cup
As we have seen, divorce can be transformed into a healing
journey, bearing gifts and new beginnings towards a more
authentic life. As it exposes us to our vulnerabilities, we can
discover our strengths, vitality and well-being. Where we
would have given burdens to our children, now we give
them a story about value and freedom. Where we saw
victimhood, now we begin to see our calmness, clarity of
thought, courage, compassion and creativity.

As divorce shows us our many parts in confusion, we
discover the one self that will embrace and orchestrate them
all into unity and we can come to know the legacy of our
own small universe.
Take your chipped cup in the hand and pick up its lost,
forgotten pieces. Put it back together with the ancient art of
Kintsugi and its golden glue. Drink anew from the same
cup, which you earlier dismissed and which is now better,
more precious and more beautiful than ever before.
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